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Summary
Shirushi Coin (SISC) is the token offered by Shirushi Inc(Japanese Web3 and  

IoT developer). This token can be used for many various products and services 
offered by Shirushi Inc. Since it is implemented on the Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC) and the Ethereum Chain (ERC), there is no need to worry about the 
reliability of the network.

With this token, you can purchase “Web3 Maker” and mining machines and PC 
parts sold by Shirushi Inc at a 10% discount.

Shirushi Coin is a revolutionary token that allows you to experience Web3 in real 
life. In the Shirushi Market (Internet mall where you can buy products with crypto 
asset for payments), You can purchase at a discount price. And also you can use 
Shirushi Coin in your daily life at “Shirushi Life”. This service can offer you to 
exchange Shirushi Coin to digital gift cards or digital coupons.

Revolutionary game "Mining Girl" allows players to earn crypto assets as 
rewards while enjoying the game.

Shirushi Inc is going to continue developping products that will amaze the world. 
Each time we do so, the value of these tokens will increase. 

10%
Discount

10%
Discount
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Shirushi inc.’s products are sold in our 
site(https://shirushiminer.com/). This site has a store and machine 
management functions.

Once this site is linked to customer’s Meta Mask (the world's most 
popular self-custody wallet), it can Identify customers by their wallet 
address. This site accepts payment by bank transfer, credit card, and 
crypto assets. If you choose to pay by crypto assets (ETH, BNB, SISC), 
you can purchase products without using a bank or other financial 
institution.

Furthermore, if you choose to pay with Shirushi Coins (SISC), you 
can purchase products at a 10% discount.

Purchased products can be operated in the following two ways.
(1) Operation by the self customer 
(2) Operation at the data center managed by the Shirushi.Inc

Shirushi Coins can be used not only for purchasing products but also 
for paying custody fees.
In the future, we will expand the products that can be purchased on 
this site. Our own products under development, graphics cards, PC 
parts, etc. will be available for purchase on our own e-commerce site.

Use in Online Shops
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Shirushi Inc is open an e-commerce mall for crypto asset 
payments to improve the utility of Shirushi coins. Its name is 
"Shirushi Market".
Shirushi Market, customers can shop not only with major crypto 
assets such as BTC, ETH, and BNB, but also with Shirushi Coins 
(SISC) issued by our company.
When customers make purchases with ShirushiCoin, they can 
buy products at extremely low prices compared to general e-
commerce sites.
Customers can use Shirushi Coins to make purchases because 
they need to obtain Shirushi Coins in one of the following two 
ways.
(1) Shirushi Coins buy on the market.
(2) Shirushi Coins Receive  by purchasing products from 
Shirushi Inc.

let's thinking, Regardless of whether the customer obtains the 
Shirushi Coins by either method (1) or (2), the Company can 
earn sales and gross profit from the sale of the coins and 
products, so there is no need to earn a large profit from the 
products alone.

As a result, customers who use Shirushi Coins to purchase 
products on the Shirushi Market are able to purchase high 
quality products at significantly lower prices than the market 
price.

Use in Shirushi Market
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Shirushi Inc. is a manufacturing company mainly engaged in research 
and development of blockchain-related products. We create out-of-the-
box products by putting software full of originality on hardware.

Shirushi LIFE" invented by Shirushi Inc, It a product that gives form to 
our technological capabilities and ideas.

The Company has launched "Web3 Maker," the world's smallest and 
lightest product that combines token approval functions.

Tokens can be used to store value or exchange goods, but 
opportunities to use them in real life are currently limited.

If by purchasing our "Web3 Maker" you could receive a digital gift of at 
least 5 hamburgers each month, you would be able to live by owning 
and operating our product.

Shirushi LIFE is a revolutionary product that allows you to directly 
receive various goods and services needed in your daily life.

If the price of Shirushi Coins increases, you will be able to eat 8 
hamburgers this month and 10 hamburgers next month.

"Shirushi Market" and "Shirushi LIFE", you can get all the goods and 
services you need in your daily life if you have Shirushi Coins.

Use in Shirushi LIFE
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Shirushi Coins popularize , we need more users and holders to 
see the value and use them.
By producing and offering games with a mining motif, Shirushi
Inc will market our products to a customer base that we have 
not been able to approach until now.

In general, blockchain games are designed to allow secondary 
distribution by converting the tokens and characters received by 
playing the game into NFTs.
The above has some problems. In-game tokens can only be 
used by game users, so the scope of distribution is limited.
Even if a character is converted to NFT, only a very limited 
number of characters can be traded.
The game "Mining Girl" that we are currently producing has 
revolutionary specifications that allow users to directly receive 
ETH, BNB, and SISC by enjoying the game.

You can get money just by enjoying the game. Mining Girl" is a 
game that can be said to be the true "Play to Earn" game.

Use in Mining Games
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Technical Specification
Token Logo : https://www.coin.shirushi.tokyo/shirushicoin-icon/

Token Name : Shirushi Coin

Token symbol : SISC

Total number of tokens : 100,000,000 SISC

Additional Issuance Amount 100,000,000 SISC 
(Quantity to be issued by mining)

Valid decimal portion : 8 decimal places

Practicality : 10% discount at the online store operated by Shirushi Inc. 
Use at Shirushi Market, use at Shirushi LIFE, use as in-game currency 
operated by Shirushi Co.

Chain Binance Smart Chain
https://bscscan.com/token/0x0a23454f4c5d57a020372ab7138d80b43da95c3e

Chain ERC-20 Etherscan
https://etherscan.io/token/0xc7ac64b37f93b90aa3a7809d35d8771de18ab71e

Native Tokens : BNB and ETH
Proposed token management : BEP-20 ERC-20
Fee on BNB chain : BNB
Fee on ERC chain : ETH
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Core Members

Manabu Sakurada (Representative Director and CEO)

Responsible for planning and directing this project.
He is mainly active in the financial industry.
He has held management positions in Japanese listed
online securities, FX companies, and He has held
management positions
at a Japanese listed online securities company, 
an FX company, and a crypto asset company.
He has also served as a board member of a
financial publishing company.
He has been deeply involved in the company
since its inception and has established 
the business foundation in Japan.

Naoki Okura (President, COO and CTO)

Engineer in crypto assets and hardware
Engineer in the technology and financial industry
career in the technology and financial industries.
Start-up member of a Japanese crypto asset exchange
and worked on licensing as a founding member
of a Japanese crypto asset exchange.
With his wacky ideas and forward-thinking spirit,
he continues to develop innovative products and
leading the development of future technologies.
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The maximum supply of Shirushi coins (1) ～ (4) is 200 million 
(100 million initial issue and 100 million additional issue). The 
initial issuance will be used to provide liquidity, investor 
ownership, marketing costs, and development costs. The 
additional issuance will be issued and supplied by mining

Token Economy

【Initial Offering】
(1) Liquidity supply ... 10%
(2) Investor ownership ... 70%
(3) Marketing costs ... 10%
(4) Development costs ... 10%
【Additional Offering】
(1) Supply by mining... 100%

Liquidity Supply
10%

Investor ownership
70%

Development 
costs
10%

Marketing costs
10%

Token Economy(Initial)
Liquidity supply

Investor owned（IEO/IDO）

Development costs

Marketing expenses
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Token Economy

【 Initial Offering 】
(1) Liquidity Supply - 10%.
This is the percentage of tokens used by 
investors for market making and liquidity 
pooling to ensure stable trading on the 
exchange.

(2)Investor ownership ... 70% ...
Percentage of coins offered to initial investors.
Tokens purchased on the exchange are rarely 
sold in the first place, as they are transferred 
to Shirushi Inc for the purchase of goods and 
used for settlement. In addition, when sales 
of our mining-related products occur, Shirushi
Inc. purchases a certain amount of Shirushi
coins on the market, which is a major buying 
factor in the rise of Shirushi coins. As a result, 
investors are more likely to use the coins than 
to own them in the hope that they will 
increase in value.

(3) Marketing costs . .10%.
To cover audit and legal fees incurred in 
connection with the release of this coin, listing 
costs, and public relations expenses to raise 
awareness of ShirushiCoin.
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Token Economy

(4) Development costs ... 10% ...
This percentage of the Coins will be used to pay 
for the development of cutting-edge technologies 
such as software and hardware. The value of the 
Coins will increase dramatically with the 
development and success of the following 
technologies.
* Software
Shirushi Inc, working to reduce the size and 
power consumption of its products and is 
developing a product that will allow IoT devices to 
be equipped with a token generation function and 
that will work on human reward circuits by 
receiving tokens and is developing software to be 
used in this product.
* Hardware technology
We are developing original products with a token 
generation function that do not exist anywhere 
else in the world. We are developing 
thermometers and hygrometers with a token 
generation function, drones, and IoT devices with 
a voice reading function. We will combine 
blockchain technology and IoT to develop new 
products that have no name in the world. We are 
also embarking on research and development of 
quantum computers.
* Materials Technology
Our materials are used in the research and 
development of semiconductor materials that 
improve computer performance and materials 
suitable for cooling and power saving.
* Energy Technology
This technology will be used for the development 
of green energy generators and devices focusing 
on power saving.
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Token Economy

【Additional Offering】
(1) Supply by mining - 100%.
Shirushi Inc launched the world's smallest 
and lightest mining machine, Shirushi Miner, 
in November 2022.
The product has been approving and 
processing (mining) new token issuances 
since November 1, 2022, with 20,000 
Shirushi Coins paid daily in the first year as 
compensation for processing on Shirushi
Miner.
The supply will increase as additional 
Shirushi coins are issued, but Shirushi
miners have a mechanism to absorb the 
increase in supply caused by additional 
issuances, since the more Shirushi coins 
are sold, the more Shirushi coins are 
bought.
In the future, by diversifying and 
collaborating on products for sale, it will 
become easier to purchase tokens than to 
sell machines alone, allowing users to 
receive tokens without being aware that 
they are purchasing a mining machine.
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Advantages of first-mover

Decreased mining volume

SISC mining volume is going to decrease by 10% per year.

Price

Price increase is expected

0 SISC

2,000,000 SISC

4,000,000 SISC

6,000,000 SISC

8,000,000 SISC

1st
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2nd
Year

3rd
year
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year

5th
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Mining volume
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Details of Coin

Listed on PancakeSwap (Dex) in August 2022
Coin with a market capitalization of about 15 million USD.

https://coinmarketcap.com/dexscan/bsc/0xa5bc589655fe5c8521442ba519bc90f78a358e19
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Details of Coin

Listed on UniSwap (Dex) in September 2022.
Coin with a market capitalization of about 14 million USD.

https://coinmarketcap.com/dexscan/ethereum/0x2e44406c70fad4f2e4ee351aec84c68c8b2d1e21
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Road Map
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・We opened an online store where you can 
purchase with Shirushi Coin.

・The world's smallest and lightest weight 
mining machine "Shirushi Miner" was finished 
developing and sold.

・Development of IoT devices with token 
generation function is launched.

Year 2022

SHIRUSHI Inc.

10％
Discount

10％
Discount

10％
Discount

10％
Discount
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① WEB3 Maker ② Token Generation

・We are going to start sales of Web3 Maker" to 
convert any device that was not connected to 
the blockchain and the Internet to IoT ※①.

・We will develop and sell a new product 
"Shirushi to Earn" with token generation 
function.
・We will start sales of "Shirushi Market", an e-
commerce mall that enables crypto asset 
settlement.
・We will start "Shirushi LIFE", which allows 
users to directly receive various goods and 
services needed in daily life.
・We will develop and sell "Token Generation," 
a business-card sized. ※②

Year 2023
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・"Mining Girl", the next generation 
blockchain game is going to Release.

・OEM provision of "WEB3 Maker", a 
next-generation IoT device, to other 
tokens

・Quantum computers using mining , 
Development and release of new coins 
dedicated to quantum computers

Year 2024
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Thank you very much for reading this 
report.

We are looking forward to your 
continued support of Shirushi Coin 
(SISC) .

Expression of Gratitude
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■This document is prepared for informational purposes only and is not intended 
to guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information. This document 
should not be construed as an invitation to buy or sell securities, a solicitation to 
invest, or investment advice in any jurisdiction.
■This document has not been approved or reviewed by any regulatory 
authority, and publication and distribution of the white paper (the “document") 
does not imply compliance with any applicable laws, regulations, or rules.
■We strongly recommend that anyone who is considering participating in or 
purchasing any of the projects described in this document should seek 
professional advice based on a thorough understanding of the contents of this 
document.
■ Any information, forecasts, or opinions, including information or other data, 
provided in this document are for informational purposes only, without 
particular regard to a particular user's purchasing objectives or financial 
situation, and are not intended to constitute purchasing advice or services. 
■This information contained in this document is based solely on publicly 
available information. This information contained herein is believed to be 
accurate and reliable, but its accuracy and reliability have not been objectively 
verified. 
■This document is not intended to contain all the information you may need. 
We make no representations or warranties as to the accuracy, reliability, 
completeness, adequacy, or suitability of the information contained herein, and 
assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the accuracy, reliability, 
completeness, adequacy, or suitability of the information. 
■This information contained herein may be out of date due to changes in the 
financial markets and economic environment. The views expressed in this site 
are subject to change without notice, and we are under no obligation to update 
the information or views contained in this site. 
■This document is not intended to provide tax, legal, or purchasing advice to 
customers. 
■This document may not be appropriate for all customers. Customers should 
consult with a professional regarding legal, business, tax, and other matters 
before entering into a transaction. 
■No information contained in this material constitutes legal, accounting, tax, 
business, purchasing or other advice. 
■No responsibility or liability is assumed by us for the consequences of any 
transaction or purchase made in accordance with the contents of this document, 
which may result in a profit or loss.

Disclemer


